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Arthur Andersen & Co. Is Proud to Be
the #1 Employer of U of I Engineermg
Grads for the Second Year in a Row.
We are pleased to announce the names of the 1987-1988 University of fllinois
engineering graduates who have become associated with our firm:
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
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With the aid of Arnold O. Beckman, a
variety of disciplines will combine efforts
for the advancement of human and
artificial intelligence.
Winning the America's Cup Yacht Race
involves cutting edge ship design.
Engineering students visit Washington
D.C. to meet legislators and research
engineering-public policy issues.
10
Our annual guide to some of the
prominent engineering activities to be
found on campus.
editorial
When Money Stops Talking
Welcome to the University of Illinois.
We are one of the nation's finest schools,
leading in the research and development
of technology which will change the lives
of those for generations to come. Indeed,
with the construction of the $52 million
Beckman Institute, the S17.5 million
Digital Computer Laboratory Addition,
the $13.7 million Microelectronics
Research Center, and other multi-million
dollar projects, we will multiply our
scientific capabilities tenfold.
Undoubtedly, the University of Illinois
will be on the cutting edge of science well
into the 21st century and so on and so
forth.
There you have the sales pitch. Now
you get the facts. Financially speaking,
the University is experiencing one of its
worst periods. Due to the ingenuity of
state legislators and university
administrators alike, we are on the
forefront of a $40 million downsizing of
educational programs. In addition to vital
instruction being cut, brilliant professors
are being drawn to other schools with
more lucrative offers. Student affairs and
activities, career development and
placement, and the Dean's office face
severe cutbacks. Centrally held repair and
rennovation funds are gone and we cannot
purchase needed equipment, library
books, and journals.
Since the State of Illinois has refused
to pass a new tax bill which would have
allowed the University to have the
necessary funds, one might ask, "Who is
paying for all of the above?" The answer
is obvious, the students.
The University of Illinois has had a
reputation for maintaining an affordable,
yet quality education. Until now. Tuition
was raised $300 in 1987 and is threatened
with further increases. In fact, the average
annual tuition increase between 1978 and
1988 at all other Big Ten schools was
SI 21 while at Illinois it was $169. Fees at
the Urbana campus have risen by 139.2
percent since 1978, an annual rate of 10.2
percent. In addition, while the Illinois
Board of Education recommends that
students tuition should cover one third of
the cost of instruction, average
undergraduate tuition at the University is
about one half the cost of instruction.
To even the most casual of observers
then, the Fighting-to-stay-alive-Illini
appear to be in a tight squeeze. Who is to
blame? Well, let us give credit where
credit is due.
First, we must thank the the State of
Illinois, and especially Governor James
Thompson. Thank them, not for vetoing a
larger tax bill which would have funded
our school, but for their less than practical
allocation of state funds. Thank them for
building the State of Illinois Center in
Chicago which cost twice its original
estimate. Thank them for accepting the
highest rather than the lowest bid for the
construction of the Department of Lottery
Building, and for spending $350,000 of
the State's Road Fund on the Executive
Mansion rose garden. Never mind the
University of Illinois which is desperately
trying to maintain existing programs.
Never mind the adverse effect of this on
the thousands of individuals who are to
play important roles in the state's as well
as the country's future. Point made?
Secondly, we must thank University
administrators. To this group I must say
that the development of better foresight is
in order. Upon initiation of new programs
and multi-million dollar construction
projects, priorities should be clearly
assesed and allocations analyzed. In
simpler words, upgrade what already
exists rather than begin endeavours which
may never reach completion. State and
capital development bond funds need not
be expended merely because they exist.
Current programs in need of financial
assistance should be investigated more
thoroughly. Overcrowded classrooms,
declining faculty, removal and
replacement of unintelligible teaching
assistants as well as maintainance and
rennovation of existing facilities are more
important than say, the Beckman Institute
which aside from Mr. Beckman's
contribution, cost Illinois $13 million in
addition to annual operational costs. The
University must also learn not to depend
on supposed tax increases by the State
which would provide our required
funding. This would mean stabilizing
university growth rather than infeasibly
expanding and setting aside emergency
economic resources.
To groups such as the University
Board of Trustees and specifically the
Task Force On Campus Priorities, which
was responsible for a report on the studies
of downsizing, but claimed that they
didn't know they were supposed to
present the report: I advise that in future
meetings, spell out exactly what is to be
done. Efficiency is warranted in this
economic crisis.
Lastly, students should learn from the
developments of the past few years that
involvernent and input in State and
University affairs is important.
Organizations such as Student
Government Association, LAS Council,
United Progressives, as well as College
Republicans and Democrats should voice
their concerns more loudly, and more
actively seek to influence State and
University decision makers.
Clearly, University economics is a
science of complex variables. There are
no rights or wrongs, but more often
compromises that might possibly work.
The underlying truth or bottom line, if
you will, in this chaos is that practicality
must replace Utopian visions.
Kiefer K. Mayenkar
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Building From the Aspirations of Beckman
The area north of Green Street at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
campus is rapidly changing. With the
addition to the Digital Computer
Laboratory, the Microelectronics Research
Center and the Arnold O. and Mabel M.
Beckman Institute for Advanced Science
and Technology, the engineering campus
is shaping up. The Beckman Institute is
by far the largest enhancement to the
area. It is built on an innovative idea
designed in part to usher the University of
Illinois into the 21st century.
Arnold Beckman is a University of
Illinois alumnus with a B.S. degree in
Chemical Engineering and a M.S. degree
in Physical Chemistry. He went on to
receive his Ph.D. from the California
Institute of Technology. In 1935, while
teaching chemical engineering at Caltech,
he formed his company, Beckman
Instruments. Since then Beckman has
amassed a half-billion dollar fortune due
in most part to the sale of his $618
million company in 1982.
Arnold Beckman is not hoarding his
fortune, however. Instead, he has created
the Beckman Foundation to disperse a
portion of his funds to institutions,
primarily universitities, for research and
development. As head of the foundation
Beckman believes in taking a personal
approach to selecting recipients; he
himself reviews each application. During
his in depth analysis of an institution's
financial responsibility, he mainly seeks
those that will utilize a contribution most
effectively.
In the past, the Foundation made a
donation to the supercomputing center at
the University of Illinois. The
supercomputer has expanded the
capabilities of researchers on campus and
provided a network of knowledge and
information. The center has placed the
University at the pinnacle of computer
research.
The Beckman Institute, made possible
by a $40 million contribution from the
Foundation and approximately $13 million
from the state, is expected to bring the
University to the apex of another field: the
understanding of both human and artificial
intelligence. It will focus on
interdisciplinary research bonding biology,
behavior, and cognition to material
science, computers, and computation.
Specific studies will include neuronal
pattern analysis, materials chemistry
approach to submicron structures, and
visual processing in complex systems.
No researcher will be awarded a
pemienant position at Beckman; each will
still be tenured in a department on
campus, be it electrical engineering,
cognitive science or philosophy. The
faculty members will have a position for a
specific, but extendable, period of time.
This will assure that the staff remains both
fresh and competitive. The building was
designed to accommodate this manner of
operation. With the exception of basic
operating equipment, such as wiring,
plumbing, and venting, the rooms of the
building are not specifically designated for
any one purpose.
Researchers will be responsible for
acquiring their own equipment through
funding from federal and private research
grants. This allowed the University to
invest a large portion of the $53 million
toward the building itself. The estimated
$7 to $8 million per year operating costs
should be the only expenditures that the
University must render.
The concept of an interdisciplinary
research facility came about five years ago
from Lewis Barron of the University of
Illinois Foundation. The pushing done by
University President Stanley Ikenberry,
Director Theodore Brown, and Beckman
himself has resulted in a 313,000 square
foot building located on Illinois field,
south of University Avenue and east of
Wright Street. The Institute is expected to
be completed by January of 1989, only
two years after construction began.
The Beckman Institute is expected to
greatly enhance the north end of the
University. The combination of the
Institute, the proposed quadrangle, and the
Engineering Complex should make the
area north of Green Street a place for
students, faculty and others to relax
between designing planes and crushing
atoms.
Most feel the Institute will have a
positive influence on sUidents. It will
bring researchers from across the country,
allowing students to broaden their
knowledge in a wide variety of
disciplines. Students will gain
opportunities to learn from such
researchers on an individual basis, as well
as acquire hands-on experience.
At a statue unveiling ceremony on
October 8, 1988, Arnold Beckman
declared, "My wife and I are indebted to
the University for giving us the
opportunity to be a part of this great
concept." Dr. Beckman neglected the fact
that the University of Illinois, its faculty
and students, are indebted to him. Were it
not for the generousity and drive of Dr.
Beckman, the Beckman Instiuite for
Advanced Science and Technology would
never have been realized. It could have
been an idea tossed around for years, or a
project that was cancelled due to lack of
funding. As it is, the University should be
proud to have a place where ideas from
different disciplines can be shared,
perhaps over lunch, to find the keys to
understanding human and artificial
intelligence.
Julie Reyer and Ken Skodacek
tech visions
After five yeans of
planning and waiting,
the Beckinan Institute
for Advanced Science
and Technology nears
completion
Photographs by Julie Reyer and Ken Horlander
Riding the Wind
Long ago the Phoenicians, ancient
seafarers, sailed on the Mediterranean
Sea. Their crude wooden ships were slow
and inefficient. Since then. Man has come
a long way in sailing technology.
Advancements in aeronautics and
materials have made sailing ships faster
and better. Perhaps the best examples of
how far Man has come are two ships of
the America's Cup, a prestigious yachting
event which occurred two months ago.
These ships, the Stars and Stripes and
the New Zealand , are the fastest and
most modem sailing ships yet built by
Man.
The New Zealand, although the loser
of the America's Cup, is still a sailing
vessel to be respected and admired. More
than likely, she is the fastest sailing
monohuU in the world, able to reach a
speed near 25 miles per hour. Her ability
for speed comes from her high-tech
construction and also from her size. The
latter is what catches one's attention first.
For a yacht, the New Zealand is a big
ship. A typical 12-Meter yacht, the
traditional type of boat used in the
America's Cup, is 65 feet long and needs
a crew of 1 1 . In comparison, the New
Zealand stretches 132 feet in length and
has a crew of 40. Her mast reaches a
height of 150 feet, holding up sails that
cover about 20.000 square feet. This large
size enables the sails, which can literally
crush a man with their sheer weight, to
provide an extraordinary amount of thrust
for the New Zealand.
It is important to note, however, that
being big does not mean the New
Zealand is heavy. In fact, the New
Zealand only weighs around 70,000
pounds, close to the 60,000 pound weight
of a typical 12-Meter yacht. The "low"
weight can be attributed to the use of a
high-tech material, carbon fiber. This is a
lightweight but strong material. The use
of innovative materials also extends to the
sails, which are made out of Kevlar and
Mylar. The former provides strength, the
latter light weight.
The use of technology in the New
Zealand goes beyond just materials. For
instance, the hull and keel of the New
Zealand were designed by computer to
be streamlined like an airplane. The final
results are a hull only 14 feet wide at the
waterline and a low drag keel. In addition
the New Zealand, following the lead of
modem airplanes and cars, comes
equipped with three computers. One keeps
track of boat speed, both true and
optimum. The second computer measures
stress being placed on the ship's frame.
The third works with miniature TV
cameras placed atop the mast, taking
images of the sails and comparing them
with "target" shapes. As a result, the
crew of the New Zealand can then
adjust the sails for optimal performance.
Compared to the Stars and Stripes.
however, the New Zealand is a step
behind in speed and technology. The
difference in speed is because the Stars
and Stripes is in a different class of
sailing ships than the New Zealand. The
Stars and Stripes is a catamaran, a two
hulled ship, whereas the New Zealand is
a monohull. According to Professor Allen
Ormsbee of Aeronautical and
Astronautical Engineering at the
University of Illinois, a catamaran is the
faster of the two because a ship's speed is
limited by its length and width. A sailing
ship has a transverse wave train, which
originates at the bow, attached to the hull.
As the ship's speed increases, the wave
speed increases as does the period of the
waves. When the period of the waves
approaches the hull length, the drag of the
hull increases rapidly to large values,
creating a speed barrier as the drag
prevents the ship from accelerating. Thus,
a long hull is desired as a long hulled ship
can reach higher speed before the period
of the waves approaches the hull length
and prevents the ship from accelerating.
The Stars and Stripes has two long
hulls. This is a furthur advantage in that
drag can be reduced without losing
stability. A monohull must have a hull
that is wide enough to be stable while a
catamaran can have two narrow hulls
placed apart for stability; a wide hull has
more drag than two narrow ones.
The Stars and Stripes' hulls are made
out of carbon fiber like the New Zealand,
but the similarities end there. Besides
being a catamaran, the most obvious
difference between the two ships is the
type of sail. The Stars and Stripes has a
wingmast, or rigid sail. Although
wingmasts have been around for about ten
years, there has never been one designed
by a top aeronautical engineer. The Stars
and Stripes' wingmast was designed by
Burt Rutan, the designer of the Voyager,
the plane that flew around the world
without refueling. Made of carbon fiber.
Mylar, and Dacron, the wingmast is
essentially a giant, vertical wing. It rises
108 feet into the air and is larger than a
wing of a Boeing 747. Whereas an
airplane wing provides lift, the sail
provides horizontal thrust. To enhance
pert'ormance, the Stars and Stripes'
wingmast has a slotted flap, also known
by some as a Fowler flap. A top view of
the wingmast would show that it is
essentially comprised of two airfoils with
a slot between the two. The trailing edge
of the first airfoil, the slat, controls the
size of the slot. The two airfoils work in
conjunction with the slat to to improve
performance of the wingmast. As
explained by Professor Ormsbee. the first
airfoil splits the air, creating low pressure
on one side and high pressure on the
other. The slot between the two airfoils
allows the air from the high pressure side
to travel to the low pressure side in a high
speed stream. This is known as the
Venturi effect. The stream of air has low
pressure, thus putting a pressure difference
on either side of the second airfoil and
adding to the horizontal thrust. This is
similar to an airplane deploying its flaps
during takeoff.
The wingmast, along with the
advantages that a catamaran has over a
monohull. makes the Stars and Stripes
possibly the fastest wind-powered ship in
the world. She can reach a speed of
around 30 niiles per hour. That may not
seem fast to many considering there are
cars that can travel over 200 miles per
hour and jets that can fly three times the
speed of sound, but 30 miles f)er hour is
still fast enough to outrace any man. A
world class swimmer moves about 4 miles
per hour while a top sprinter can run only
about 20 miles per hour. In comparison,
30 miles per hour is plenty fast, enough
to pull a water skier.
If the Phoenicians could somehow be
brought to the present. the>' would be
amazed by the A'ew Zealand and even
more amazed by the Stars and Stripes.
The use of high-tech equipment as well as
exotic materials has pushed the limits of
sailing farther away. Man has come a
long way in sailing technolog\ and will
probably go even further in riding the
wind.
Calvin Huang
Drawing of Stan and
Stripes by Brian
Switzer.
A WISE Summer In the Nation's Capitol
Washington Internship tor Students of
Engineering (WISE) provides a unique
opportunity' for saidents to learn the role
engineers play in the fomiation of national
legislation. Last summer, 16 participants
from universities around the countrv spent
ten weeks in Washington, D.C., meeting
with government officials, corporate
representatives and lobbyists. The WISE
program is coordinated by the American
Society for Engineering Education
(ASEE) and is funded by engineering
societies such as the American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE). The WISE
program began eight years ago in an
attempt to bridge the gap between the
vsorld of technology and the coinplex
legislative process. The goal of the WISE
program is to introduce engineering
students to the manner in which the
government develops policy on technical
issues and the existing and ptJtential role
of professional engineers in that prtKess.
Engineering societies are aware of the
tremendous impact that federal decisions
can have on the members of their
profession. To keep members informed on
imp<irtant issues, many societies publish a
column in their monthly magazines on the
"hot" issues in Washington D.C. Some
societies go one step further and infomi
their members of pertinent legislative
issues through regular mailings. Societies
are also getting fuuire engineers interested
in engineering public policy issues by
sponsoring students in the WISE program.
During the course of the summer,
participants in the WISE program attended
meetings, traveled and worked on
independent research projects. The 1988
intems met with over 50 representatives
from government and industry. Among
these were an Environmental Protection
Agency Administrator, officials at the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Governor Sununu of New Hampshire,
lobbyists, auto industry executives. State
Department officials and Capitol Hill
staffers. As well as meeting these leaders,
the 1988 intems toured Three Mile Island.
Students also
experience the .science
and history of our
nation in the
Smithsonian Institute
the White House, and Gettysburg. Some
students with free time visited the
museums and monuments in Washington.
D.C, and traveled along the east coast to
New York. Atlantic City and Virginia
Beach.
In addition to attending meetings and
sightseeting, each sUident prepared a
research project on an engineering-public
policy issue of concern to their sfxinsoring
scx;iety. Students researched their issues
by collecting documents from government
agencies and special interest groups, and
interviewing experts on their topic. From
their research, each student prepared a
25-30 page report, and at the end of the
summer, gave an oral presentation
defending their conclusions.
The diverse interests of the 1988
intems was evident in the variety of
public policy topics that the students
researched. Some of the proposals
included a computer model that showed
the cost-savings associated with a prison
work-release program for non-violent
offenders, the effects of smoking on
indoor air quality, policy implications of a
new type of nuclear reactor, medical
device legislation, infrastructure financing,
and a critique of pending groundwater
legislation. Each student selected their
topic with the help of their sponsoring
society, and many of the papers will be
published in society publications.
Several of the 1 988 intems have hopes
of pursuing careers in Washington D.C,
but the majority of students are planning
to work as engineers after completing
their education. Regardless of their future
aspirations, there is no doubt that
participation in the WISE program was
beneficial to all of the students involved.
The experience taught the interns the
basics of the complex legislative process,
and more importantly, taught them how
important it is for everyone, especially
engineers, to voice their opinions to
congress.
The WISE program is a wonderful
opportunity for any engineering student
who is looking for a productive,
educational, and enjoyable way to spend
their summer. The program is open to
junior engineering students and faculty
members. Sixteen students and one
faculty member are chosen each year. A
stipend is provided that is sufficient to
cover all housing, travel and living
expenses incurred during the ten-week
stay in Washington D.C. Those interested
in participating in the 1989 WISE
program must submit an application by
December 20, 1988. The selection of the
participants is based on the student's
extracurricular activities, academic record,
letters of recommendation and a short
essay. Applicaions can be obtained from
Tim Turner of ASEE at (202) 293-7080.
Laurie Hellmer, a senior in Civil
Engineering, participated in the 1988
WISE program.
Engineering Societies that Sponsored 1988
WISE Interns
Engineering Family Album
This sampling of engineering societies
gives a taste of the wide variety of
activities that can spice up the hfe of an
engineering student.
Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM)
The Student Briinch of this
organization is dedicated to the education
and understanding of computer science
and applications -- "computing science"
— in society. The society holds many
activities such as a Career Day, Professor
Symposia, and has many special interest
groups dealing with such various topics as
artificial intelligence, music synthesis, and
computer graphics. Tlie society, by
working in close association with the
Department of Computer Science, is
capable of providing both undergraduate
and graduate students with an effective
channel of communications and
continuing education. For more
information about the society, contact
Rich Bloch at 356-2477.
Associated General Contractors (AGC)
The student chapter of the Associated
General Contractors is a group that tries to
provide for the many aspects of one's
education that are not taught in the
classroom. Made up of civil engineers,
this society sponsors social activities that
bring together different people who may
one day be working together.
The main emphasis of the group is to
give civil engineers practical experience
through community service. The group
tries to perform one project per year in
which its members are completely in
charge of the design, methods, bidding,
and labor. Since the labor is donated, the
community benefits as much as the
students. For more information, contact
John Shales at 356-2477.
Alpha Pi Mu
Alpha Pi Mu, the industrial
engineering honor society, is composed of
juniors and seniors who rank in the top 25
and 30 jjcrcent of their industria
engineering classes, respectively. The
organazation was founded in order to give
recognition to students who have shown
exceptional academic achievement and
participation in extra-curricular activities.
Alpha Pi Mu gives its members a wide
variety of activities to participate in such
as peer advising, meetings with guest
speakers, social activities, and
participation in the Engineering Open
House project. For more information,
contact Alison Odom 337-5985.
American Ceramic Society, Student
Branch (SBACS)
The Smdent Branch of the American
Ceramic Society was founded at the
University of Illinois in 1915. SBACS
provides students with information on past
and current developments in ceramic
engineering and related fields, the
activities of the American Ceramic
Society, cooperative events with other
engineering branches, and a spirit of
fellowship through monthly meetings and
various functions. The SBACS also
sponsors such activities as the Engineering
Open House project, a Tailgreat tailgate, a
fall hayride, intermural sfwrts teams, and
a traditional pig roast. For more
information, contact Stacey Trella at
384-5793.
American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA)
AJAA is a national organization for
students expressing an interest in
aeronautics or the aerospace industry. The
AJAA has monthly meetings with guest
speakers from major aeronautical
corporations and sponsors fequent plant
trips for club members. The society also
provides many social fiinctions that give
students a chance to meet fellow students
and professors on an informal basis. For
more information, contact Beth Baird at
356-8725.
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AICHE)
AlCHE keeps chemical engineering
students informed in a variety of ways.
Plant trips and guest speakers at meetings
give students contact with the "real"
chemical engineering world. For academic
help here at the University, the group
offers peer advising on courses. Social
events give a welcome break from the
pressure of classes. For more infomiation,
contact Scon Goffinet at 333-1587.
Association of Minority Students in
Engineering (AMSIE)
Many opportunities are open to
minorities in engineering, and AMSIE
helps locate these oppxjrtunities. Not only
does the society offer peer counseling,but
it also offers information on writing a
good resume and seeking out jobs in a
variety of areas of engineering. For more
information, contact Jeff Johnson at
337-7434.
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers (ASAE)
The ASAE is an organization mostly
composed of agricultural engineers and
some ag. mechanic students, but it is
open to students in all fields of interests.
The society has student branch meetings
every three weeks. The ASAE promotes
student-faculty interactions by promoting
and funding many department gatherings
such as a fall picnic, student-staff
welcome night, and a spring banquet. The
club also promotes school activities such
as sporting events. Engineering Open
House, and student welcome nights.
Likewise, community interaction is very
important, and is usually achieved by
blood drives and lawnmower
summerizing. Contact Jim Sutor at
367-2208 for more information.
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE)
ASCE is the liason between students
and professionals in civil engineering.
With its various activities, it gives
students a feel for civil engineering that
they cannot get in the classroom. The
Engineer-in-Training (EFT) refresher
course helps students survive the EIT
exam. Besides academic activities, the
society has various social activities.
Contact Randall Romach at 359-2208 for
more information.
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME)
This national professional society has
a student chapter here on campus. It gives
students access to papers from the national
chapter. Monthly meetings offer speakers
from industry. The society also sponsors
an Engineer-in-Training refresher course.
For more information, contact Michael
Chu at 367-3138.
Chi Epsilon
Chi Epsilon is the civil engineering honor
society. Chi Epsilon has three meetings
each semester and is involved in several
activities. Every year, Chi Epsilon takes
pictures of all seniors in civil engineering
for the senior picture case. In the fall, the
chapter hosts the Purdue chapter in
volleyball, and in the spring, Chi Epsilon
travels to Purdue to play Softball. Several
new programs are being started to
promote student faculty relations, such as
a faculty help day and the "Take a
Professor to Lunch" program. Chi
Epsilon
,
besides starting a test file, also
has many social events such as happy
hours and parties. Contact Karen Mitchell
at 356-8725 for more information.
Engineering Freshman Committee
(EEC)
Engineering Freshman Committee is
partially what its name implies but also
much more. Sponsored by Engineering
Council, EFC is an organization designed
to be a "touchstone" for engineering
students new to curriculum and unfamiliar
with their majors. The bimonthly
meetings are open to all freshman
engineering students. The meetings inform
members of the current activities of EFC
as well as present a guest speaker. In
addition, EFC publishes a bimonthly
newsletter, sponsors contests and other
social events, contributes to the success of
Engineering Open House, and organizes
the Colege of Engineering Blood Drive.
For more information, contact Jason
Struthers at 333-3558.
Engineering in Medicine and Biology
Society
Ten years ago. a small group of
students formed the bioengineering society
to promote the application of engineering
in life sciences. This year the group has
joined a national professional
organization, the Engineering in Medicine
and Biology Society. Though this move
has changed the society's name, its
purpose remains the same. The EMBS
provides students an opportunity to
explore the field of bioengineering by
presenting speakers from academia and
business, organizing trips to manufacturers
and hospitals, supporting indepiendent
study projects, participating in community
service projects on and off campus, and
promoting student-faculty interaction in
professional and social settings. Because
students also learn from one another, the
EMBS also offers peer couseling and
tutoring, coordinates with other interest
groups, and plans social events. Students
in the EMBS not only learn about
bioengineering, they also inform others
about the field through extensive
participation in Engineering Open House.
Last year bioengineering won Best
Department Honors in Engineering Open
House competition, and the EMBS was
named Best Profesional Society by the
Engineering Council. This year the EMBS
is challenging its members to "make the
best better!"
Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE)
IEEE is a professional society
involved in various aspects of electrical
engineering in both education and
industry. The IEEE chapter at the
University is one of the largest and most
active of the chapters in the United States.
The student chapter plans various career
related activities throughout the year. The
IEEE offers speakers at meetings, plant
trips, and student related publications and
programs. For more information, contact
Bob Tata at 328-3210.
Dlinois Society of General Engineers
(ISGE)
"Something for Everyone" is this
year's ISGE theme. ISGE sponsors sports,
happy hours on Fridays, ir.formational
sessions for underclassmen, and campus
affairs projects.
To date, ISGE held two meals with
speakers for freshmen, one on "Academic
Success" and the other on the general
engineering curriculum. The society has
already hosted it's first speaker from
industry who spoke about "Opening Shop
- A Career Option". For more
information, contact Louis Wozniak at
586-4289.
International Society of Hybrid
Microelectronics (ISHM)
One of the main functions of the
International Society of Hybrid
Microelectronics is to promote an
awareness to students of the existence of
hybrid microelectronics. It is available to
those interested in microecectronics
including those who have not yet been
exposed to hybrid microelectronics. Each
spring ISHM participates in the nationally
renowned Engineering Open House, an
event that ISHM does consistently well
in. Throughout the school year, ISHM
enjoys invititng its members to several
social gatherings which give members a
chance to meet and talk in a friendly
atmosphere. In addition, ISHM attempts
to sponsor guest speakers that discuss
current technology and field trips to
companies involved with hybrid
microelectronics.
Keramos
Keramos is the Ceramic Engineering
Honorary Fraternity. The local chapter has
been ver>' active this semester. In
September, Keramos held a "Get To
Know The Department" party, and in
October, we sponsored an event in Tau
Beta Pi's Engineering Olympics. The
society also sold textbooks to students at
discounted prices.
Current Keramos projects include the
compilation of a resume bix)k that will be
sent to over 200 companies. This book
will include all degree levels as well as
students interested in summer or co-op
work. Keramos is also in the process of
setting up a file system and compiling
faculty evaluation questionaires. Keramos
is currently trying to gather various
ceramic parts from corporations which we
will display in the showcases in the
Ceramic Engineering building. Contact
Sharron Tracy at 328-4798 for more
information.
Physics Society (PS)
Our society is basically an academic
organization. We administer to anyone
interested in the field of physics or related
fields. We host speakers on graduate
schools, present research, and popular
areas of concern. We sponsor one trip a
semester to research firms like Argonne
National Laboratory and Fermilab. We
represent the Physics Department in the
Engineering Open House. In addition to
our academics, we also have some pure
fun with happy hours, bowling nights, ice
skating or the like. All are welcome to
participate. Drop by the PS office at 21
1
Loomis Lab for more information.
Sigma Gamma Tau
Sigma Gamma Tau is an honor
society for aerosapce engineers. It seeks
to identify and recognize achievement and
excellence in the aerospace field. The
requirement for admission is to be in the
top 25 percent of the junior class,top 33
percent of the senior class, or a graduate
student in good standing. Activities that
SGT is involved in are a paper airplane
contest in the spring, a highly successful
tutoring program for all AAE classes, a
winter banquet for all new initiates, an
Engineering Open House Project, and
various social activities. For more
information, contact David Andreshak at
398-1184.
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers (SHPE)
The Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers(SHPE) is a national
organization which supports the
development of hispanic engineers and
scientists. The student chapter at the
University is focused on the retention and
recruitment of students in the engineering
and science disciplines. There are a wide
variety of positions including a regional
and national representative. Some of the
SHPE activities include Engineering Open
House projects, corporate speakers, career
workshops, and notional and regional
seminars. For further information, contact
Assistant Dean of Engineering, Paul E.
Parker, at 333-2280.
Society of Women Engineers (SWE)
This professional engineering society,
open to both men and women, exists to
support women engineers. The
University's branch recruits women
engineers to sf)eak about engineering
careers and the resources available to
women engineers. For more information,
call Lorelei Hunt at 332-4415.
lUinois Technograph
As an interdisciplinary magazine, the
Technograph is dedicated to bringing
engineering students the latest information
about technology. The Technograph has
positions for students with writing skills,
interest in photography, or business
acumen. Students interested in becoming
published author or photographer should
call Kiefer Mayenkar at 332-4035.
Tau Beta Pi
This honorary society was founded in
1885 to recognize outstanding academic
achievement in juniors, seniors, and
graduate students. The Illinois Alpha
Chapter offers a variety of services and
projects to benefit its members, the
University, as well as the community. For
underclassman of all majors, Tau Beta Pi
has a free tutoring system and also
sponsers Outstanding Freshman and
Sophomore Awards. This year the Alpha
Chapter coordinated the First Annual
Engineering Olympics which involved 200
engineering students from all curricula.
General meetings for this organization are
held once a month with speakers from
industry. This spring they will hold a
Summer Job Fair for all engineers on
February 20. For more information on
Tau Beta Pi, contact Michelle Ohms at
333-3558.
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Triangle Fraternity
Triangle is a social fraternity
composed of engineering, architecture,
and science majors who are looking for
more from their college experience. The
Triangle Brotherhood offers a wide range
of social, athletic, and leadership activities
while maintaining high academic
standards. Students interested in
discovering the advantages of Triangle
should contact Rush Chairman Rubin
Mesa at 384-9668.
University of Illinois Metallurgical
Society (UIMS)
This is an academic organization which
aids students in learning about
metallurgical engineering and materials
science outside the classroom. For
example, this year members attended the
World Materials Congress in Chicago and
toured the Bums Harbor Bethlehem Steel
Plant. Members of UIMS also have
opportunities to get to know their
professors and classmates on more a
personal level through a variety of
activities including the annual fall picnic,
spring pig roast, and sports tournaments.
Meetings are usually held the first
Thursday of every month at 6:30 in 119
MMB. For more information about
UIMS, contact Sherry Brown at
332-6041.
Jack A. Gidding
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tech teasers technovations
1 . Which of the following poker hands
is the best'.' (on an ordinary 52 card deck
with no wild cords)
a)AH AD AS AC KD KS
b)AH AD AS AC QS QC
c)AH AD AS AC 6S 6D
d)AH AD AS AC 3D 3S
2. What is the only seven digit number
that, when its digits are reversed, becomes
a factor of itself.' (excluding numbers that
read the same forward ;ind backward).
3. Four people have ages that are all
prime numbers and add to 50. Assuming
one of the ages is already known, how
old are the four people?
4. How many trees can be put on a 100
foot square field if, from center to center,
no two trees are closer than ten feet apart?
(assume trees can be centered on the
borders of the field).
5. In order for Mary to take the shortest
route to class, she crosses a street, then
crosses the same street again. How is this
possibly the shortest route?
6. How is it possible to lay a book fiat on
the fioor of an empty rcwm in a place
vshere the book cannot be jumped over?
7. A man is killed by a rock without the
rock ever touching him. How is this
possible?
What's NExT?
On Wednesday, October 12, Steven
P. Jobs, the fomier chairman of Apple
Computer Co., unveiled his latest
innovation to the computer market. After
Jobs was ousted from Apple, the
company he founded in his garage, he
and four other ex-Apple designers began
creation on a new computer and
company, both named NeXT.
The NeXT computer was created to
compete with desktop systems such as the
Apple Macintosh 11, the Compaq 386,
and Sun Workstations. The NeXT unit
boasts a 25MHz processor speed and a
standard 8 megabyte(Mb) of memory,
expandable to 16 Mb. The NeXT operates
on Motorola 68030 32 bit microprocessor,
a Motorola 68882 math coprocessor for
extended number handling capacity, and a
Motorola 56001 Digital Signal
Processor(DSP).
The 56001 DSP handles most of the
communication aspects of the computer
and allows the NeXT several extended
capabilities such as speech synthesis,
sound output in digital CD format (44.1
kHz), and FAX output through the
machine's built-in 9600 baud modem.
The actual machine is black and has a
black 17" Sony gray scale monitor. The
12" black cube that contains the CPU is
manufactured out of magnesium. This is
said to dissipate heat buildup easier and
properly block electromagnetic radiation.
The NeXT uses a 286 Mb
"Magneto-Optical" Drive for informtion
storage. TTie optical drive has the
capability to store approximately 100,000
pages on a disk that is similar to an audio
compact disc. This optical drive,
developed by Sony and NeXT,
implements two additional integrated
circuits that speed disk access.
The NeXT also contains an Ethernet
interface for networking applications and
has available an optional laser printer.
Rumored to be in development for the
NeXT is an optional color graphics card.
Besides a form of the UNIX
Operating System, each computer is
equipped with a variety of software that
computer users will find very useful. The
computer comes with a music kit, a word
processor, database, electronic mail
program, dictionary, thesaurus, Oxford
Dictionary of Quotations, and the
complete works of Shakespeare. Also
included is the Objective C Compiler and
a copy of Mathematica, the equation
solving program written by University of
Illinois Physics Professor, Stephan
Wolfram.
The best part about the NeXT, besides
the wide variety of hardware and
software, is probably the price of $6,500.
This price makes the NeXT very
competitive with the other machines. The
NeXT, for a time however, will only be
available on college campuses. After Jobs
has catered to the universities, he will
begin to make it available to other
customers.
Jack A. Gidding
Creating Rehabilitation Devices
A disabled man who could not talk or
move used one finger to type pages
describing his life into a computer. In the
past, a caretaker had to help him by
moving the computer to his bed.
University of Illinois engineering
students designed a mechanical table to
move the computer to the patient's chest
level at the push of a button. The man
now works for a computer company and
manipulates data without leaving his bed.
U. of I. engineering students are
creating and modifying devices for
disabled people in the community and
nearby cities, thanks to a special program
funded by the National Science
Foundation. Mark Strauss, a University of
Illinois FVofessor of Rehabilitation
Education Services and General
Engineering, received a five year
$109,000 NSF grant to buy supplies and
advertise the service to disabled
community people.
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Cancer Detected By Magnet
The purpose of the grant is two-fold.
Strauss said. "One is to provide technical
expertise for disabled people," he said.
"The other is to provide some real life
experience for engineering students. It is
amazing how some common sense skills
are not taught in the classrooms."
Students volunteer to work on projects
and receive college credit. The program
started in June and students have already
helped another university student injured
in a car accident. The student can only
speak in a whisper because his larynx was
damaged in the accident. The engineering
students designed a headset with an
amplifier and attached a speaker to his
wheelchair. The student can now actively
participate in class discussions.
Students are also devising a harness
for a Springfield photographer, after a
stroke paralyzed the entire left side of his
body. The harness will position the
camera in front of his face so the
photographer can use his one free hand to
focus the camera and take pictures.
Other student projects range from a
musical pH meter to check the water in a
swimming pool, to an instrument that can
temporarily bolt a wheelchair to the
ground so a handicapped student can open
the heavy doors of campus buildings.
"After we build the device, we give it
to the needy person free," Strauss said.
The student who designs the best project
will win a free trip to a national
engineering conference to present his or
her work.
Currently, there are more projects to
work on than student volunteers, Strauss
said. Students interested in participating in
the program should see Strauss at 124
Rehabiliation Education Center or call him
at 333-4613.
A recycled magnet can help
University of Illinois researchers detect
cancer in its early stages.
Dr. Harold M. Swartz, Professor of
Medicine and Biophysics, received a
magnet previously used for magnetic
resonance imaging and applied it to
electron spin resonance.
"What is currently lacking in medical
technology is a good way to measure
oxygen concentration in the tissue of
animals," Swartz said.
Many diseases, such as strokes,
tumors and inflammations, are
characterized by lower oxygen
concentrations, he said. Electron spin
resonance is used to measure
concentrations of unpaired electrons. "It
is especially sensitive to oxygen because it
has two unpaired electrons." Swartz said.
Even the smallest cancer growth, the
earliest collection of cells, will decrease
the oxygen concentration in that spot.
Strokes and heart attacks decrease blood
flow and will cut off oxygen to the brain
and heart.
The magnet pinpoints the area of low
oxygen concentration. In the past,
researchers could only study small animals
such as mice by placing them between the
poles of magnets. The larger magnet
enables Swartz and his research team to
study the cells of bigger animals like
dogs.
Paul C. Lauterburg, the inventor of
magnetic resonance imaging and the
director of the University of Illinois
Biomedical Magnetic Resonance
Laboratory, gave the magnet to Swartz's
Electron Spin Resonance Center.
Iris Chang
ANSWERS
1. Since all three hands cannot occur in the
same round, they must be taken as separate
cases. By counting the number of hands
that can beat each, choice c is the best.
2. 9899901
3. The ages are 2,2,3 and 43. The oldest
age must be 43 or there would be more
than one possibility.
4. By alternating rows of ten and eleven
trees each, forming equilateral triangles
between them, 128 trees can be fit into
the field.
5. Mary walks on Goodwin, just south of
Gregory, where the road has a curve in it.
By walking in a straight line, she will
cross the street twice.
6. F*ut the book in a comer of the room.
7. The man is Sup)erman and the rock is
Kryptonite.
Dean Wagner
Iris Chang
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tech profiles
We;inng a smile as he teaches Bicx;hemistry 352, Professor
H.E. Conrad lectures over the structure of proteins. As Associate
Head of the University' of Illinois Department of Biochemistry,
Prof. Conrad has taught nearly every course offered by the
BicKhemistry Department during his 30 years here.
Originally from Washington D.C.. Conrad received his B.S.
from Louisiana State University, and went on to receive his
Ph.D. from Purdue University in 1954. He came to the
University of Illinois in 1958 to perform postdoctoral work and
received his first faculty appointment in 1962. He has lived in
Dlinois ever since.
Whether working on nutritional studies in the military during
the Korean War, or on vitamins during a period in which he
worked in industry. Prof. Conrad has always been involved in
biochemistry. His interest in science was stimulated by his
father, also a scientist, who worked for the Dept. of Agriculture
studying the physical chemistry of cellulose.
Heading a research group consisting of five graduate students
and four postdoctoral suidents. Prof. Conrad concentrates on two
major areas of research stemming from his earlier doctoral work
on polysaccharides.
The first area of research regards heparan sulfate, a sulfated
mucopolysaccharide that exhibits blood anticoagulant activity.
Heparan sulfate is synthesized in hepatocytes, or liver cells, and
in all other animal cells. Prof. Conrad's research has shown that
heparan sulfate appears in the nuclei of hepatocytes and changes
the growth behavior of the cells. Although studies on the
biosynthesis, secretion, maturation and degradation of heparan
sulfate continue, research at present concentrates on the possible
functions of this polysaccharide in the regulation of cell growth
and metabolism.
Chondroitin sulfate and collagen represent the other area of
research for the Conrad team. Chondrocytes, or cartilage cells,
pnxiucc the chondroitin sulfate and collagen which give rise to
the extracellular cartilage matrix in which bone calcification
takes place. Bones calcify from the center outward, depositing
calcium phosphate in this extracellular matrix. This is one of the
main reasons that bones break near the ends where they have not
yet fully calcified. Research presently is directed toward the
factors which regulate chondroitin sulfate and collagen synthesis
prior to bone calcification.
Outside of research. Prof. Conrad enjoys sporting events, but
has long since retired from his active participation of earlier days
on the BicKhemistry Department's softball team.
Shec-Mang Yen, Professor of Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering, has taught at the University of Illinois for 32 years.
He received his undergraduate degree at Chiao-Tung University
in China. In 1947, he came to the University for graduate work,
and later earned his Ph.D. in mechanical engineering. Yen left
the University for five years to teach at Kansas State University,
but returned by 1956 to teach in the Department of Aeronautical
and Astronautical Engineering. Now his classes concentrate
mainly on viscous flows and rarefied gas dynamics.
Professor Yen has many interesting accomplishments. He
has been a consultant, and has worked with many large
corporations, such as McDonnell Douglas, Boeing Aircraft, and
NASA. Some of his past research has involved redesigning the
propulsion system for the F-4 jet fighter, designing the nose
cone of the MX missle, and calculating the wave drag of ship
hulls. Currently, he is working on two projects which involve
the study of aerodynamics for hyjjersonic aircraft and space
vehicles.
One of Yen's goals is to become involved with more
students working toward their Ph.D.'s. He has revived research
in rarefied gas dynamics with applications toward a space
vehicle program, and established new research in hypersonic
flow programs to apply technology ft'om missies toward
airplanes.
For 32 years. Yen has generally taught graduate students. He
likes teaching and working with students because he finds it an
interesting challenge. Professor Yen believes, "What makes life
worth living is that you leam something new every day."
Andrew Martens
Mon Lee
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Fellowships
"They are committed to continuing education.
Working at Hughes will allow me to pursue itjy
advanced technical degree.
-Member Technical Staff, EE
Radar Systems Group
All of the technological advancements that have been
created at Hughes are merely an indication of greater things
to come.
With a Hughes Fellowship, you could be creating a better
future for yourself by studying for your Master's or Doctorate
in Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing),
Computer Science or Physics.
You'll receive tuition, books and fees, an educational stipend,
full employee benefits, relocation expenses, professional-
level salary, summer employment and technical experience.
This package could be worth $25,000-$50,000 a year.
While you're completing your degree, you'll also have the
opportunity to gain valuable experience at Hughes facilities
in Southern California, Arizona or Colorado.
Hughes Fellows work full-time during the summer During
the academic year, Work-Study Fellows work part-time
while studying at a nearby university; Full-Study Fellows
attend classes full-time.
Hughes is involved in more than 100 different
technologies and 1,700 different projects. This incredible
diversity allows us to offer an Engineering Rotation Pro-
gram for those interested in diversifying their work
experience.
Since 1949, more than 6,000 men and women have earn-
ed advanced technical degrees with the help of Hughes
Fellowships. Join us in creating the next generation of
technological wonders by advancing the future
—
yours
and ours.
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept. l\/IE88-9, BIdg. C1/B168, P.O. Box 45066, Los Angeles, CA 90045-0066
Please consider me a candidate for a
Hughes Fellowship and send me the necessary information and application materials.
PLEASE PRINT; Name Home Phone & Hours
Rob Bongiorno hardly ever shows up at the office.
_ 'laying out of the office is a big part of Rob's job. He's out
in the marketplace working with customers. That's what he hkes
and does best.
Rob is in GE's Technical Sales Program, an 18-month leader-
ship experience for engineers with strong interpersonal skills. It's a
great choice for technical people who want to provide solutions to
customers' problems.
Rob stays on the leading edge. He anticipates change in highly
competitive markets. He responds to customers with creative problem
solving. His efforts are supported by resources that only a multi-
billion -dollar company can offer.
On top of all that. Technical Sales has put Rob on track as a
potential leader of C.P:. Did you ever think staying out of the office
could make someone look that good?
markofa leader.
An equal opportunity employer
